I noticed that you have a beautiful and productive Fruit Tree

If you don’t think you will be using all the fruit this year, we have an offer for you! We will send a few volunteers to pick the fruit at a time that is convenient to you. We will leave you a bag of the fruit and donate the rest to the Food Bank and other local organizations so that those without access to fresh local fruit can share in the bounty.

Requirements:

● The tree must not have been sprayed this year with any non-organic pesticides.

Benefits:

● A bag of fruit picked for you
● No rotten fruit to pick up
● You are helping feed our community

To donate your fruit, please contact Cathie Wier at cathiew@eusers.com or 385-3581
Donate a Tree to Harvest
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Quality:
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How tall is the tree?
Would you help us pick?
Could you monitor the tree for ripeness?
Comments:
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